Atom-bond electronegativity equalization method fused into molecular mechanics. I. A seven-site fluctuating charge and flexible body water potential function for water clusters.
Recently, experimental and theoretical studies on the water system are very active and noticeable. A transferable intermolecular potential seven points approach including fluctuation charges and flexible body (ABEEM-7P) based on a combination of the atom-bond electronegativity equalization and molecular mechanics (ABEEM/MM), and its application to small water clusters are explored and tested in this paper. The consistent combination of ABEEM and molecular mechanics (MM) is to take the ABEEM charges of atoms, bonds, and lone-pair electrons into the intermolecular electrostatic interaction term in molecular mechanics. To examine the charge transfer we have used two models coming from the charge constraint types: one is a charge neutrality constraint on whole water system and the other is on each water molecule. Compared with previous water force fields, the ABEEM-7P model has two characters: (1) the ABEEM-7P model not only presents the electrostatic interaction of atoms, bonds and lone-pair electrons and their changing in respond to different ambient environment but also introduces "the hydrogen bond interaction region" in which a new parameter k(lp,H)(R(lp,H)) is used to describe the electrostatic interaction of the lone-pair electron and the hydrogen atom which can form the hydrogen bond; (2) nonrigid but flexible water body permitting the vibration of the bond length and angle is allowed due to the combination of ABEEM and molecular mechanics, and for van der Waals interaction the ABEEM-7P model takes an all atom-atom interaction, i.e., oxygen-oxygen, hydrogen-hydrogen, oxygen-hydrogen interaction into account. The ABEEM-7P model based on ABEEM/MM gives quite accurate predictions for gas-phase state properties of the small water clusters (H(2)O)(n) (n=2-6), such as optimized geometries, monomer dipole moments, vibrational frequencies, and cluster interaction energies. Due to its explicit description of charges and the hydrogen bond, the ABEEM-7P model will be applied to discuss properties of liquid water, ice, aqueous solutions, and biological systems.